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Dragon Age™: Inquisition is an action RPG set in the world of Thedas, where a unusual meteorite struck earth 4,000 years ago and influenced humanity forever. A chance encounter between an Inquisitor and a darkspawn awakens a larger power and sets upon a land a catastrophe
that will divide its people and destroy their faith. Key Features Discover an Evolving World –Explore the vast land of Thedas and interact with the people in order to take part in their daily lives and become an influencer. Story Driven –Play your way, unlocking new story content based

on your decisions and interactions. A World that Expands –The world is vast, and with procedurally generated dungeons and over 100 side quests, your adventure never gets old. A Legacy Begins –Will your actions shape your future, or just haunt your memories? —About Bioware
BioWare is an internationally recognized entertainment design and development studio known for its deep immersion into rich, living worlds with engaging stories. The company has created some of the industry’s most beloved video game franchises, including the Dragon Age, Mass
Effect, and Star Wars: The Old Republic™ series. It has received numerous industry awards and nominations, including Game of the Year, Studio of the Year, and the prestigious Develop:Star Award. For additional information, please visit www.bioware.com Games Press is the leading

online resource for games journalists. Used daily by magazines, newspapers, TV, radio, online media and retailers worldwide, it offers a vast, constantly updated archive of press releases and assets, and is the simplest and most cost-effective way for PR professionals to reach the
widest possible audience. Registration for the site and the Games Press email digest is available, to the trade only, at www.gamespress.com. Get the latest news sent to your inbox Sign up to receive MCV's email news updates and access to other online products and services. MCV is
the leading trade news and community site for all professionals working within the UK and international video games market. It reaches everyone from store manager to CEO, covering the entire industry. MCV is published by NewBay Media, which specialises in entertainment, leisure

and technology markets.This invention relates to the field of rotary cutters, particularly to the type of cutter that uses a cylindrical, tubular shaft with a

Features Key:
A vast world where the open field that expands as far as you can see meets the monsters that are stronger than you.

A game that lets you enjoy the game while taking time to recharge and relax.
A game with a variety of characters and discussions that provide different satisfaction in the world of fantasy.

An online game that lets you fight while others enjoy.
A game from the creators of Cygames' DYANG.

Key Features:

A Vast World Full of Excitement
A Game That Lets You Enjoy the Game while Taking Time to Recharge and Relax
A Game Where Characters and Discussions Provide Different Satisfaction
An Online Game That Lets You Fight While Others Enjoy
A Game Made by the Creators of DYANG.

 Online Play Screenshots

A group battle on a field from different angles!

Break and ride an attack force on an open field. The enemy gathers for a massive attack!

You can ride together with others from around the country!

Ride together with others while playing together in party with friends all around the world!

Launch date

1: August 14, 2018

 

*Note

All services will be available in all markets except East Asian markets. E.g., China, Korea, Taiwan, Southeast Asia, India, and Japan.
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